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Where do we come from with our 
relationship to digital technology?



Because SCALE matters:



Don’t Be Scared, You Can’t Break It!

● to email or not to email? (believe it or not, that is a serious 
question for many older artists!)

● creating and updating your own website
● “stepping onto” social media platforms (one small step for 

many, one giant leap for an older artist!)
● the new artists’ co-op: arts-related sites, like Goodreads & Fine 

Art America
● navigating uncharted territory: podcasts, webinars, and more

 Be Not AFRAID!



For those whose workstation looked like this



It’s easy to be intimidated by things like

● using email
● navigating The Internet (scary, ain’t it?!)
● navigating  websites
● creating websites
● words like “upload”, “right click”, and 

“save as”
● let alone using Facebook, Instagram, and 

Twitter!



According to the American 
Psychological Association:

In the mid 2010s, less than 20 
percent of U.S. teens reported 
reading a book, magazine, or 
newspaper daily for pleasure, while 
more than 80 percent said they used 
social media every day.

Teens also watch less television than 
they used to 10 years ago.



HOWEVER

The percentage of poetry readers age 18-24 doubled between 2012-2017.

 “Unlike any generation before them, these young people don’t know a life before. 
Poetry also invites them to take their time, to move slowly, to process things 
gradually, which is an impulse counter to the breakneck pace at which so much 
else occurs.”

-U.S. Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith

 “Unlike any generation before them, these young people don’t know a life before 
smartphones and social media. Poetry, which breaks from the shorthand 
vocabulary of tweets and sound bytes, offers them a necessary recourse to depth, 
strangeness, vulnerability and imaginative possibility. Poetry also invites them to 
take their time, to move slowly, to process things gradually, which is an impulse 
counter to the breakneck pace at which so much else occurs.”

U.S. Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith



Social Media Platforms by Generation

Teens  - Snapchat  (41%), Instagram (35%), Facebook and Twitter (6%)

Ages 18-29 - Facebook (79%), Instagram (67%), Snapchat (62%)

Ages 30-49 - Facebook (79%), Instagram (47%), LinkedIn (37%)

Ages 50-64 - Facebook (68%), Pinterest (27%), LinkedIn and Instagram (24%)

Age 65+ - Facebook (74%), Pinterest (15%), LinkedIn 11%



Why would a poet want to use digital 
technology?

● for us older poets: stay current with younger 

tech-savvy voices

● #instapoetrygram

● for all poets: take advantage of print sales 

sites on "group"/co-op sites like Goodreads 

and Fine Art America (a print-to-order 

artwork site ~ image from Alys 

Caviness-Gober’s Fine Art America site)

●  potential fast & global exposure & reach

● community and connection

● It’s what we know (for certain generations)



Websites and blogs

● DIY website: from buying domain & website 
hosting service (and understanding  difference) 

● a blog option/page is standard nowadays on 
many DIY website templates 

● oh yeah ~ what the heck is a blog?





Free Websites

Wordpress

Weebly

Wix

Advanced features 
or special domain 
names may cost.



Facebook groups

● personal account vs business account vs arts 
page

● "private" vs "public" posts
●  Group pages: public vs members-only pages



PSI’s 
public 
page



PSI/ISFPC
Closed group



What do I 
post?





Facebook pages can be 
used to create events for 
poetry readings, and to 
ask for comments as 
"critique night"-type 
feedback on your work















Author Page



Help another poet - write a review!



Finding markets

Google Google Google!

Use it to look for answers to your questions, find markets, AND to create a 
Google account or a Microsoft account. 

Why create a Google or Microsoft account? 

● free email (with both Google or Microsoft accounts)
● software (Microsoft Office 365 for business, etc) 
● One Drive and/or Cloud service for storage (“free” size limitations can be 

upgraded for $$)
● avenues for advertising/monetizing (AdSense) and/or YouTube (Google)



Exposure through online classes and 
community

● webinars
●  podcasts
●  online publishing, exhibits, & contests

○  upload your digital submissions
○  for virtual online-only opportunities
○ old-fashioned publishing in print materials



Find writing callouts

● Facebook Groups 
● Email subscriptions

○ Freedom with Writing
○ Authors Publish
○ Winning Writers







Set yourself a 
digital 
reminder of 
writing 
deadlines



Recommended 
by Shillin!



Youtube and 
livestreaming

● going Live on Facebook is 
easier than you think!

● creating a YouTube 
Channel for videos is 
pretty easy once you use 
it a few times! 



Instapoetry
and 

Facebook Poetry









Who’s on Instagram?

1 billion monthly active users (Facebook has 2 billion)

Instagram gets 4.2 billion likes per day

Roughly equal gender split

Racially and culturally diverse 

Smartphone users



@baddiewinkle
3.8m followers



Instapoetry

● Gets its name from Instagram, a social media platform that 
shares pictures.

● The poem is contained within the picture.
● Short.
● Has an “in the moment” feel. May or may not  be highly edited.
● Criticized for being simplistic. Praised for being democritized.
● Promotes the idea that poetry is easy and anyone can do it.
● Free to produce and free to consume.
● Use hashtags #instapoetry and #instapoetrygram



Quiz!
What is the most popular hashtag (subject) on 
Instagram?



The most popular hashtag 

on all of Instagram is 

#love



What do Instapoets write about?

Love Relationships Friendship Life

Inspiration Grief Attitude Identity

Activism Self-Help Nature Art

Philosophy Culture Feminism

Current Events The Human Condition



Instapoets with large followings:
@yrsadaleyward – 156k followers

@poeticpoison – 199k followers

@tylerknott – 360k followers

@langleav – 529k followers

@cleowade – 538k followers

@nakita_gill – 552k followers

@nayyirah.waheed – 712k followers

Follow other poets to 
get a feel for style. 

Some will follow you 
back!

#poetry



@rupikaur 
3.8m followers



@atticuspoetry
1.3m followers



Traits of 
Instapoetry



Just the poem, ma’am.



Paper with interesting 
surroundings





Background 
Textures



Not on paper!





Simple line art 
or illustrations



Text superimposed on 
a picture







The art and text are 
of equal 
importance



The art 
informs the layout 

of the text



This is 
Facebook Poetry.

 What differences 
do you see?



Things 
to 
Consider



Will I make money?



When I post my poetry, is it “published?”



Design 
Tips



Instagram - square
1080 x 1080 px



Keep it short!

Most people will read this on 
their phone.



To sign or 
not to sign?



What’s wrong 
with this 
picture?



Make sure 
we can read 
your text







Where to Get Your Artwork

● DIY
● Ask the artist - get permission in writing
● Public domain (works made 1923 or before are 

one example)
● Wikimedia Commons
● Freedigitalmedia.com
● Subscribe to a service - stock photos, Canva, etc.



Add Hashtags #

#poetry

#poems

#subject of poem

#what’s in your picture



When to post?

● The best times to post to Instagram are weekdays 

between 10a-3p.

● Many Instapoets post multiple times a week, some 

multiple times a day.

● You can do it whenever you want.

● Consistency attracts followers.



Hands-on Instapoetry activity

● Download a photo editing  app like Canva (easy-peasy!)

● Take a new photo, or select image already on your device 

(tablet, laptop, cell phone)

● Use your photo editing app to add a poem as text to the 

image

● SAVE IT!
● Upload to your Instagram account

● Voilà!
● Please email your poem and photo (combined or 

separately) to sarahemorin1836@gmail.com) and we’ll 
post it on our PSI social media.

mailto:sarahemorin1836@gmail.com


Final Thoughts

Alys: Don’t be afraid to try new technology 
~ even if it’s just new to you!

Sarah E.: It’s hip to be square.


